Analysis of ultrasonic waves propagating in a bone plate over a water half-space with and without overlying soft tissue.
Recent in vitro studies have shown that guided waves can characterize bone properties. However, for clinical applications to be viable, the soft-tissue layer should be considered. This study examined the effect of soft tissue on guided waves using a bovine bone plate over a water half-space and overlaid by a 4-mm gelatin-based soft-tissue mimic. The data (with and without soft tissue) clearly show a high-frequency, fast-propagating wave packet and a low-frequency, delayed phase group. The presence of soft tissue attenuates the signals significantly and increases mode density and number as predicted by theory. The data retain higher frequency content than the bone-plate data at large offsets. Using theoretical dispersion curves, the guided modes can be identified with mode 1 (similar to the A0 Lamb mode) minimally affected by the addition of soft tissue. There is infiltration of high-frequency, late-arriving energy within the low-velocity guided-wave regime. Results of travel-time calculation suggest that P-wave and PP-reflections/multiples within the soft tissue may be responsible for the high-frequency oscillations.